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ABSTRACT PREPARATION GUIDELINES 

Please submit your abstracts of max. 3 pages (~1000 words) by e-mail (l.sadauskiene@mi.lt) until January 

31
st
, 2014. You will receive notification on receiving abstract within a few days.  

Main text of abstract should describe: 

 the context and specific problem/topic of study, 

 methods, 

 main results and  

 conclusions. 

Technical notes on design of abstracts: 

Document format - editable (.odt, .doc, .docx, .rtf. etc.); 

Headings - title, author(s), organization(s), e-mail address of corresponding author, text body, keywords; 

Page format: A4, all margins 2 cm. 

Text format:  

 Title - Arial, 18 pt, centered, capitalized, spacing below and above paragraph 0.2 cm; 

 Authors - Times New Roman, 12 pt, centered, italic, spacing below paragraph 0.2 cm, no spacing 

above paragraph (corresponding author in bold); 

 Organization - Times New Roman, 12 pt, centered, italic, spacing below paragraph 0.2 cm, no 

spacing above paragraph; 

 Email address - in new line, Times New Roman, 12 pt, centered, italic, spacing below paragraph 0.2 

cm, no spacing above paragraph; 

 Text body - Times New Roman, 12 pt, justified, single space between lines, spacing below paragraph 

0.2 cm, no spacing above paragraph; 

 Keywords - Times New Roman, 12 pt, left, italic, spacing below paragraph 0.2 cm, no spacing above 

paragraph; 

 Heading (in case if necessary) - Arial, 12 pt, left, capitalized, spacing below and above paragraph 0.2 

cm. 

Tables should be located in the body of text, table borders 0.05 pt, text distance from borders 0.1 cm; 

paragraph styles: 

 Table heading - Times new roman, 11 pt, centered, bold, no spacing below and above paragraph; 

 Table contents - Times new roman, 11 pt, left, no spacing below and above paragraph; 

 Caption - above tables, Times new roman, 11 pt, centered, bold, spacing below and above paragraph 

0.2 cm. 

Charts and images should be centered and converted into image format (preferably .png or .jpg); 

paragraph style:  

 Caption - below images, Times new roman, 11 pt, centered, bold, spacing below and above paragraph 

0.2 cm. 

If you need to add to the abstract logos or other additional elements of visual identity, please, put them below 

the keywords. 

 


